A DESIGN IN HARMONY WITH
NATURE TURNS YOUR SURFACE
INTO AN EXPERIENCE
Perfectly flawed: The IGP-LivingSurfaces give surfaces a lively appearance and
protects them in a perfect IGP extremely weather-resistant quality. A commitment
to uniqueness.
IGP-LivingSurfaces

All articles from the illustrated collection are always

IGP has followed a trend towards “living” surfaces with its

available in small volumes for customer trials and mock-

IGP LivingSurfaces surface range. We consider “living” to

ups. Larger batches for the coating of façades or industrial

refer to surfaces with deliberately-induced inhomogenei-

productions are exclusively produced in an order-based

ties in terms of pigment or effect distribution for instance.

manner with a minimum purchase amount of 100 kg and a

While individual semi-finished products meet strict toler-

maximum delivery time of 20 working days.

ance specifications in terms of material and colour-related
consistency and the majority of multi-component powder

Project organisation

coating compounds are even able to exhibit characteristic

If coated objects are installed directly adjacent to each oth-

effects, it is, however, the case that different batches exhib-

er, we recommend determining the required powder amount

it individual and visually perceptible variations – in a similar

for the entire component and planning a certain reserve in

manner to two stones that originate from the same quarry.

order to coat the entire application with a single produced

Extremely weather-resistant product
characteristics
The micro-speckles, wave pattern and grain structure pro-

batch. This minimises production-related deviations in terms
of surface characteristics as well as differences in terms
of shade and effect when dealing with effect-pigmented
products.

duct categories from the IGP-LivingSurfaces surface range
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KONZERNGESELLSCHAFTEN

Nordamerika
IGP North America LLC
13050 Middletown Industrial Blvd
Unit D
Louisville, Kentucky 40223 U.S.A
Telefon +01 502 242 7187
info.us@igp-powder.com
www.igp-powder.com

Deutschland
IGP Pulvertechnik Deutschland GmbH
Alte Regensburger Strasse 14
DE-84030 Ergolding
Telefon +49 (0)871 966 77 0
Telefax +49 (0)871 966 77 111
info.de@igp-powder.com
www.igp-powder.com

Polen
IGP Pulvertechnik Polska Sp. z o.o.
ul. Łąkowa 3
PL-05-822 Milanówek
Telefon				 +48 22 724 94 49
Telefon/Fax +48 22 758 31 83
Fax						+48 22 758 37 98
igp@igp.pl
www.igp.pl

Grossbritannien
IGP UK
Fromeforde House
Church Road, Yate
GB-Bristol, BS37 5JB
Telefon +44 (0)1454 800 020
enquiries@igpuk.com

are excellently suited for use in the field of architecture
and, from a technical perspective, belong to the extremely
weather-resistant IGP-HWFclassic 59 product family. All
surfaces are certified by third parties according to the Qualicoat quality conditions and, in terms of gloss and colour
fastness as well as film mechanism and corrosive resistance,

Österreich
IGP Pulvertechnik GesmbH
Alois Lutter-Strasse 33
Tor 2 / M38 / 8A
AT-2514 Traiskirchen
Telefon +43 (0)2252 508046
Telefax +43 (0)2252 508046 14
info.at@igp-powder.com

conform to the requirements of Weathering Category 2.
The products from all surface categories are extremely energy-efficient at stoving conditions at 170° for 20’. Further
specific product variant characteristics can be found in the
respective technical data sheets, Processing Guideline PG
213 as well as Technical Information TI 112.

VERTRIEBSPARTNER

Benelux
IGP Benelux BV
Rietveldstraat 18
NL-8013 RW Zwolle
Telefon +31 38 4600695
Telefax +31 38 4600696
info@igpbenelux.nl
www.igp-powder.com

Frankreich
IGP Pulvertechnik SAS
Bâtiment Europa 1 – BP 70615
362 avenue Marie Curie
Archamps Technopole
FR-74166 St Julien en Genevois Cedex
Telefon +33 (0)4 50 95 35 10
Telefax +33 (0)4 50 95 30 15
info.fr@igp-powder.com

IGP-LivingSurfaces
THREE NATURAL VARIETIES

Skandinavien
IGP Scandinavia AB
Drottensgatan 2
SE-222 23 Lund
Telefon +46 46 120 220
info.se@igp-powder.com
Ungarn
IGP Hungary Kft.
Bercsényi M. u. 14.
HU- 6000 Kecskemét
Telefon +36 76 507 974
Telefax +36 76 507 975
info@igphungary.hu
www.igp-powder.com
Italien
IGP Markt Manager
Massimiliano Stanganelli
Mobil +39 327 38 70 168
massimiliano.stanganelli@igp-powder.com

IGP-LivingSurfaces

Bulgarien
TM Gamasystem Ltd.
35, Aleko Konstantinov
BG-1505 Sofia
Telefon +359 2943 3677
tmgama@omega.bg
www.itwfinishingbg.com

Vivid Surfaces for Architecture

Micro-Speckles, Wave Patterns or Grain Structures: Surface effects that have always
been present in nature and, thanks to IGP-LivingSurfaces, now also offer new design
opportunities in the field of architecture.
Micro-Speckles

Rumänien
S.C. Paint Art S.R.L.
Str. Gorjului nr. 5 , sc. C , ap. 26
RO-550063 Sibiu
Telefon +40 (0)269 21 49 15
Telefax +40 (0)269 21 49 15
office @paintart.ro
www.paintart.ro

Pure and homogenous colour surfaces are rare in nature
and only occur in uniformly-defined chemical structures.
However, biogenic surfaces or inorganic material mixtures
where, depending upon the surface and the distance to the
object, individual colour points generate an overall colour
through the physiological colour synthesis are much more
interesting in terms of our visual perception.

Russland
Industrial coating systems «KSK»
Lubertsy, ul. Krasnaya , 4
140000 Moscow Region
Telefon/Fax +7 (495) 232 64 42
www.ksk-systems.ru

Coarse crystalline plutonic rocks such as granite often exhibit the
most diverse types of speckles.

Tschechien/Slowakei
OK Color spol. s.r.o.
F.V. Veselého 2760
CZ-193 00 Praha 9
Telefon +420 283 881 252
Telefax +420 286 891 097
praha@okcolor.cz

Wave Pattern
Wave structures in sand dunes, the course of river deltas or
even patterns in biofilms all occur through the principle of
self-organisation. They are the result of water or air flows
through viscous layers that generate wave-form grooved

Türkei
Altinboy Ltd.
Perpa Is Merkezi A blok Kat: 6 No: 526
TR-34384 Okmeydani-Sisli , Istanbul
Telefon +90 212 222 87 01
Telefax +90 212 222 67 92
omer @altinboy.com.tr
www.altinboy.com.tr

patterns via alternating intensities. Through the wave-like
warpage of the cell tissue, epidermises are able to significantly enlarge the surface and, consequently, optimise the
temperature and gas exchange with the environment.

The “ripple-like” patterns in sand are a prime example of wave
structures generated by the wind.

Grain Structures

Quails egg on the left and IGP-LivingSurfaces Hazelnut on the right.

Mineral porous compounds as well as organic nodular
structures that can be found on beetle shells for instance

Availability

scatter the light that falls upon them in a diffuse manner.
The scattering prevents the reflection of sheen and assists
in blurring contours. The surface appears more solid and
heavy. Powder coating materials with a special screening
curve generate varying and lively textures.

Ein Unternehmen der DOLD GROUP

More information under
www.igp-powder.com

BBK

Search for international
distribution partners!
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Cover image: IGP-LivingSurfaces Hazelnut.
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IGP Pulvertechnik AG
Ringstrasse 30
9500 Wil, Schweiz
Telefon +41 (0)71 929 81 11
Telefax +41 (0)71 929 81 81
www.igp-powder.com
info@igp-powder.com

This micro image of a spider crab shell shows that grain structures
occur in various forms in nature.

IGP-LivingSurfaces SHADE COLLECTION
MICRO-SPECKLES

WAVE PATTERN

Bourbon Vanille

Forest Spirit

591TC13678A11

Patina

591TV63966A1F

Dark Corten 3

591TC83144A10

592SV63967A80

Silver Scales

IGP-LivingSurfaces
RANGE

GRAIN STRUCTURES
592SV77367A80

Noble Veins

592SE77366A8M

White Gravel

591TA93047A81

Rambutan

591TA30112A81

Slate

591TA70160A81

Micro-Speckles
A micro-structure that is pleasant to the touch and easy to clean. The carrier shade is respectively supplemented by finely-dispersed
additions of contrasting and / or effect-providing components. The overall colour is generated in the eye-brain vision system via the
additive colour mixing of the two-component and multi-component mixtures of extremely weather-resistant coating powder.

Wave Pattern
These patterns are usually silky gloss surfaces with gently rising warpages that evoke memories of traditional hammer impact structures. Even unicolour versions obtain a moving surface thanks to the interaction of light and shade. Multi-component products generate closer patterns, are consequently matter and, if effect particles are added, can exhibit exciting metallic structures.

Grain Structures
Extremely coarse powder coat structure based on coarsely-ground unicolour polyester matrix. The special screening curves allow
the generation of fine plaster-like, deep matt structures from a coating thickness of 140 μm. The coated bodies appear solid and
mineral-like.

Product Groups
Cold Sand

591TC13682A10

Shimmering Thulit

591TV83138A11

Dark Corten 1

591TC83142A10

Kiwano

592SV63968A80

Liquid Concrete

592SC77337A10

Rust

592SE83131A8F

Arenaria

591TA13665A81

Loam

591TA83075A81

Blue Plaster

591TA53555A81

Group

Product Group

Surface

Approval

Structure

Coating Thickness

Processing

591TC

Micro texture, plain speckles

QC cl. 2

Single layer

≥ 70 μm

Group A

591TV

Micro texture, metallic
effect speckles

QC cl. 2

Single layer

≥ 70 μm

Group B

592SA

Coarse wave structure,
plain without speckles

QC cl. 2

Single layer

≥ 100 μm

Group A

592SC

Coarse wave structure,
plain speckles

QC cl. 2

Single layer

≥ 100 μm

Group A

592SE

Coarse wave structure,
metallic effect

QC cl. 2

Single layer

≥ 100 μm

Group C

592SV

Variable wave structure,
metallic effect speckles

QC cl. 2

Single layer

≥ 100 μm

Group C

591TA
A11/A81

Fine plaster structure, plain,
without speckles or effects

QC cl. 2

Primer
Top coat

≥ 60 μm
≥ 140 μm

Group D

Micro-Speckles

Wave Pattern

Grain Structure

Processing Groups
Mossy Grey

591TC77383A10

Padang

591TV77319A1M

Dark Corten

591TC83137A11

Rime

592SV83159A81

Obsidian

592SC77339A10

Antique Veins

592SE83162A8F

Jurassic Grey

591TA77304A81

Rough Coal

591TA93084A81

Hazelnut

592SV13683A80

Product Group

Description

Processing

591TC
592SA
592SC

These products can be processed using all conventional coating plants with corona charging.
Operating in recycling mode is permitted.

Gruppe A

591TV

These products can be processed using all conventional coating plants with corona charging.
The effect product should not be operated in recycling mode.

Gruppe B

592SE
592SV

These products are usually ground more coarsely and, therefore, may only be applied with a
vibrated powder container without fluidizing air. (Labelled with A11 or A81 at the end of the
product key)
The effect product should not be operated in recycling mode.

Gruppe C

591TA..
A11/A81

In principle, products with a fine plaster look are ground more coarsely and, therefore, may
only be applied with a vibrated powder container without fluidizing air. (Labelled with A11
or A81 at the end of the product key)
As a result of the special screening curve, the product may not be operated in recycling
mode and it is advisable to process with a reduced conventional visible surface rating of
the coating units.
IGP KORROPRIMER 6007 must be applied when using these products outdoors.

Gruppe D

The powder coated sheet metals illustrated in this collection are non-binding colour samples.
Subject to production-related and/or application-related differences.
No contract claims can be made based upon the information contained in this colour chart.

In addition to the information contained in Processing Guideline PG 213 “Living Surfaces”, all details stated in Technical Information TI 112
“Fluidisation of Coarsely-Ground Products” must be observed for all special fluidisation and powder transport products (..A11/A81).

